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The Librarians' Index to the Internet, Amazon,
several world music sites (especially World
Music Central), a law site, and several sites on
current issues in higher education. The
handout is available at: http://haverfordlibrary.
typepad.com/ idoshare/2005/02/index.html

Plenary Session 11: Reorganization and the
Music Librarian (Summary by Desmond
Maley)
Brenda Muir (Library and Archives Canada)
Muir discussed the amalgamation of the
national library with the public archives into
one institution: Library and Archives Canada.
LAC collects the documentary heritage of the
nation. The Music Section alone has 25,000
sheet music pieces, 60,000 programs, 300,000
recordings, and 3,300 linear feet of archival
textual records. Before amalgamation, there
were 500 employees at the library and 700 at
the archives. Muir outlined the time lines for
movement of the collections and staffing,
which is still in process. The changes (called
"catalytic initiatives") have resulted in low
morale. For instance, many of the staff
members will now have a long commute to
their new work place in Gatineau, Quebec.
There will also now be one catalogue:
AMICAN. The intent is to have seamless
reference fkom one primary access point.
There will also be a permanent Web site team,
not just a task force, and there will be more
electronic files. The Music Section has twelve
employees, while music cataloguing has ten.
Care of the music collection will now be a
separate function with new staff responsible
for the search and retrieval of materials. One
floor will be for reference, while beepers will

be used to contact the on-site music
specialists. Seventy percent of the library's
traffic is now by e-mail. The restructured
cataloguing and acquisitions staff, along with
the new administrators, are all still getting to
know each other. Enormous time was
consumed in setting up the new teams. In
terms of budgets, funding has not always
followed the people into their new
appointments, and also people are not being
replaced. The transition is proving &cult.
Ned Quist (Brown)
Entitled
"Surviving
Library
Reorganization," Qulst7s paper discussed
efforts to resist the reorganization of the
library at Brown into a "user-centred"
institution. A pivotal impetus for this was the
loss of library funding as a result of a
presidential initiative to create one hundred
new faculty positions. The librarians were
slotted into "service groups," and the music
and medical libraries, which were previously
separate branches, were going to lose their
autonomy. The plan was inaugurated in 1996
and ultimately stretched out until 2003, when
. it was suspended. The branches were saved.
But, organizationally speaking, the librarians
and the unionized support staff are caught
between both worlds (new and old,
respectively) pending the appointment of a
new director in the spring. Quist recommended
three survival techniques: 1) Involve the
faculty in lobbying to protect the branches.
(The faculty appreciated the branches' "white
glove" service.) 2) Network with likeminded
colleagues for support and advice. 3) Get
involved with the process, even if one's
motives are not entirely altruistic.

Latin-American music is the music of Mexico
and the Caribbean-down to Tierra del Fuego.
Citing the Cambridge History of Latin
America as a resource, and mentioning the
Columbian Quincentenary (1992) with the
associated exhibit at the Smithsonian,
Drusedow discussed the numerous recordings
which have appeared since that time.
Composers such as Allbns X (El Sabio),
Joseph Chevalier de Boulogne, Padilla and
Jerusalem have been recorded by Hyperion,
Dorian, Forlan, Jade, Milano, and Alia Vox,
with conductors such as Savall and Perez, and
groups like Chanticleer.

."

"That Rings a Bell.. An Overview and
Assessment of the Sound Healing
Literature Alan Karass (College of the Holy
Cross)
Approached by a student a year-and-a-half
ago, Karass was unable to assist the student to
find material for a paper on the "Mozart
effect." Armed with a copy of the book, he
acquired recordings and read about the healing
effect of music. He attended a "sound healing
circle" wherein twenty people improvised, the
premise being that healing included any
connotation thereof. The instruments were
guitars and harps, and Karass was invited to
return. He subsequently attended a half-day
workshop that used voice rather than
instruments.

His investigations prompted him to
produce a one-page, double-sided bibliography
on the topic. Asked how this differs from
music therapy, Karass replied that it is a
healing tool, and does not require a degree.
Sound healers vary greatly, there are no
standards per se. Interested people are either
musicians or healers, and the focus is on the

sound rather than the music. There are a
variety of methods, one of which is Chakrabased, whereby a client's speaking voice is
analyzed to see which frequencies are absent.
The missing frequencies are then played-back
to the patient (who lies in the centre of the
healing space).
Another method is sonic-based, using
music to change brainwave patterns (theta
being 3.5-7 Hz; alpha 7-13 Hz; theta 13-40
Hz). This has a basis in indigenous or
aboriginal practice, and may be used to help
one relax into sleep or to provide energy for a
dying person. In Turkish music, shamans use
pentatonic scales, and prescribe ti-qma body of
more than 400 maq- based on a patient's
condition and other considerations such as the
time of day, the season, or the patient's
astrological sign.

Film Music Roundtable 1 Musical Theater
Roundtable

Fii Music in Canada (Summary be
Desmond Maley)
Michael Conway Baker, composer
Baker began by citing the advice of film
composer Malcolm Arnold, "Don't let them
get to you." (Arnold used his Academy Award
for Bridge Over the River Kwai as a
doorstop!) Baker talked about his variable
experiences writing music for the theatre,
ballet and film. His film credits include One
Magic Christmas and Grey Fox. American
film composers used to work for film
production companies, but with the demise of
the latter composersbecame free lancers. They
are often overmled by the filmmaker-director,
which can result in conflict. Copyright for the

